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Build instructions for the 

BLÜE MONSTER Dual band FET OD 

diy kit! 
 

 

 

Thanx for getting your hands on the BLÜE MONSTER diy kit! In a near future you will have 

some fun building hours, and then many hours of loud good use of your pedal! 

 

A little background… 
When I first introduced the Blüe Monster on the web, I wrote something like this: 

 

** 

 

I have, for a few months, had two ideas ... which i thought could be combinable. 1: I got 

inspired by sound guru Craig Andertons Quadrafuzz; the idea of frequency splitting in a stage 

before the OD/distortion/fuzz circuit. 2: I have fallen in love with the overdrive capabilities in 

the 4049UBE IC, and i wanted to build a box that really used all of that IC-s converters.  

 

The result is: A truly High-Gainy overdrive, with surprisingly clear separation between Lo 

and Hi. For loud metal stuff (and with all respect to the fact that my taste is mine, and your 

taste is yours), this box is my choice. Thick, fat, loud and with clear definition. The sound is 

not really “warm tubish”, neither is it “boring transistorized”… maybe the term “hard tubish” 

suits well.  

 

It is designed with a common EBGDAE tuning in mind. Sometimes i go to Drop-D tuning, 

but basically i am too oldschool to tune down more.  

 

** 

 

Credit to: 

Craig Anderton, for the Quadrafuzz idea in general, and especially the swept filter stage 

(details further down). 

The guy/guys at runoffgroove.com, for the Double D. I actually use a Double Half Double D 

somewhere in this one.  
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All the knowledge shared at DIYSB and on Madbeans forum. Without you, this circuit 

wouldn’t have seen daylight. 

 

This document … 
… gives you the schematic, the PCB component placement layout, a BOM (parts list), 

suggested offboard-wiring method and some hopefully helpful hints on how to put together 

the 2013 version of the BLÜE MONSTER, v.1.11.  

 

Brief explanation of the circuit 
First we have an input buffer which also adds some gain. Then the interesting part starts: The 

signal is split in two matched filters, LP for lowband, and HP for highband, Linkwitz-Riley 

style. The crossover freq is just under 200 Hz (194 to be specific), which gives about the 5th 

fret on the D-string. If you play in the position for those common open chords this means that 

the bass strings go through the LO band, and the three higher strings through the HI band. The 

rolloff is 12 dB/octave (not that steep), so obviously the lower E note will be heard through 

the HI band. The LO and HI bands have their own gain- and volume controls.  

 

The next stage is a pair of full-band, phase-correcting filters.  

 

Then; OD. I played a lot with this part, and ended up with two identical OD circuits, which 

are heavily inspired by the Double D circuit from runoffgroove.com.  

 

The two OD bands meet up in a mixer stage.  

 

Then, as the last toneshaping thing there is an active tunable two-pole LP filter. This is a 

Craig Anderton idea, where FILTER_1A and FILTER_1B is a dual-ganged pot. 

 

Finally, a master volume. 

 

Revision changes 
THERE ARE NO sonic difference between the fabbed two-sided PCB version (v.1.1 or 

v.1.11, 2013) and the earlier (v.1.0, 2012) single-sided layout. There are some small cosmetic 

differences though: 

 CLR are added, as well as a corresponding LED pad 

 R16 and R17 are officially changed to 1k.  

 The OP-amp order as well as the 4049 stages has been rearranged. This means, if you 

measure/troubleshoot your box, wrong schematic revision will NOT do the job.  

 Boardmounted pots 

 More pads for +9V and gnd 

The changes between v. 1.1 and v. 1.11 are microscopic (no schematic difference at all). On 

the PCB: 

 The “GND22” pad is renamed “GND_”, 

 The pad spacing for C31 are slightly shorted (suiting more capacitor brands) 

 The PCB itself has evolved to a blüe color! 
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BLÜE MONSTER, ver 1.11 Components list 

       

Resistors  Caps  Diod  

R1 82k  C1 10n  D1 1N4001 

R2 82k  C2 10n    

R3 82k  C3 10n  Pots  

R4 82k  C4 10n  FILTER 100k Dual Gang Pot (B100K), connects  

R5 82k  C5 10n   To FILTER_1A and FILTER_1B 

R6 82k  C6 10n  MASTER 10k lin (B10K) 

R7 82k  C7 100n  GAIN_HI 100k lin (B100K) 

R8 82k  C8 1u  GAIN_LO 100k lin (B100K) 

R9 82k  C9 1u  VOL_HI 100k log (A100K) 

R10 82k  C10 47n  VOL_LO 100k log (A100K) 

R11 2M2  C11 470p    

R12 10k  C12 220n  ICs  

R13 1M  C13 220p  IC1 TL074 

R14 220k  C14 220n  IC2 TL074 

R15 100k  C15 47p  IC3 CD4049UBE 

R16 1k  C16 47n  IC4 MAX1044 

R17 1k  C17 470p    

R18 2M2  C18 220n  PCB  

R19 470k  C19 220p  BLÜE MONSTER v. 1.11 

R20 220k  C20 220n    

R21 470k  C21 47p  Offboard  

R22 1M  C22 4u7  INPUT JACK Neutrik Stereo 

R23 2M2  C23 4u7  OUTPUT JACK Neutrik Mono 

R24 470k  C24 4u7  9VDC JACK Lumberg 8mm 

R25 220k  C25 4n7  Footswitch 3PDT ”blue” 

R26 470k  C26 4n7  Enclosure 125BB, pre-drilled 

R27 1M  C27 4u7  IC sockets … … for all four IC-s 

R28 10k  C28 10u  Hookup wire  

R29 10k  C29 47u  solder  

R30 2k2  C30 100u  LED …and socket 

R31 1M  C31 470u  Knobs Six knobs w. set-screw 

R32 2k2       

R33 2k2  ceramic caps in pF range  

R34 22k  film caps in nF range, and 1uF  

R35 39k  electrolytic caps for larger values 

R36 120R       

CLR 4k7       
Table 1, Components list sorted by position 

 All pots except the dual ganged one are boardmounted (Alpha 16mm angled).  
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PCB layout and schematic 
 

 
Figure 1, board layout / component placement. Component side 
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Figure 2, BLÜE MONSTER v. 1.1 and 1.11, schematic 
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Step-by-step build instruction 
 

First: plan your enclosure design. You may or may not use the attached decal, you may or 

may not want to paint it… etc. It might be clever to do this before you fill the box with 

components. Your choice! 

 

Populate the PCB: 

It’s handy to printout Figure 1 and check the components one by one as you mount and solder 

them to the PCB. The following mounting order is recommended, as well as following Table 

2 top-down for resistors and caps: 

 solder the resistors 

 solder the diod (check polarization) 

 solder the four IC sockets (check orientation. Pin 1 is the square pad on the PCB) 

 solder the film/box caps (small values first, the last ones will be the 1uF-caps) 

 solder the ceramic caps 

 solder the electrolytic caps (small values first. check polarization) 

… if done in this order, the PCB is populated with the components with the lowest profile 

first, following higher and higher profile components. It’s convenient when you turn the PCB 

backside up for the soldering moment. 

 carefully check the solder side for any bad solders or solderbridges.  

 insert the IC-s in their sockets. Double-check orientation.  

 
Resistors    CAPS    

counts value position  counts value position Type 

1 120R R36  2 47p C15, C21 ceramic 

2 1k R16, R17  2 220p C13, C19 " 

3 2k2 R30, R32, R33  2 470p C11, C17 " 

1 4k7 CLR  2 4n7 C25, C26 film 

3 10k R12, R28, R29  6 10n C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 " 

1 22k R34  2 47n C10, C16 " 

1 39k R35  1 100n C7 " 
10 

 
82k 
 

R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6,  
R7, R8, R9, R10  

4 
 

220n 
 

C12, C14, C18, C20 
 " 

1 100k R15  2 1u C8, C9 " 

3 220k R14, R20, R25  4 4u7 C22, C23, C24, C27 electrolytic 

4 470k R19, R21, R24, R26  1 10u C28 " 

4 1M R13, R22, R27, R31  1 47u C29 " 

3 2M2 R11, R18, R23  1 100u C30 " 

    1 470u C31 " 
Table 2, Passive components list, sorted by values 

 

… Hint: 9/10 of all malfunctions that occurs/may occur in boxed diy-builds is caused by bad 

solder joints or “wrong component at wrong position”. So… better safe than sorry, 

doublecheck your solders and component values again before moving on! 

  

The boardmounted pots: 

 with a pair of pliers / nippers, cut off the small guide tab on the upper side of the pot 

(close to the pot shaft). Do this on the five board mounted pots but NOT on the dual 

ganged pot. 

 The pots are located on the bottom/solder side of the PCB, with pins oriented as in 

Figure 3. The pots are soldered from the component side. Ensure that there is enough 
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distance between the pots’ metal bottom and the PCB (hint: use a piece of cardboard 

as distance), then solder the middle pin of the pot to the PCB. (don’t solder the other 

pins at this moment). Use a SMALL amount of solder, just enough to keep it in place, 

as you shall re-solder this pin later on! Repeat this for all five board mounted pots.  

 

 
Figure 3, pots in place. Note the ”guide tabs”are  snapped off on the boardmounted pots, but is still present 

on the dual-ganged FILTER pot. Hookup wires are also in place. 

 

 

 
Figure 4, Potentiometer bottom view, general terminal numbering. 
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The dual-ganged pot: 

As this pot is NOT board mounted, it has not a natural distance between itself and the PCB. 

As the space is fairly tight, and as the dual ganged pot is slightly taller than its single ganged 

friends, you shall: 

 Insulate the pot bottom with insulating tape (or a piece of paperboard glued on). 

 GENTLY bend the bottom row of solder lugs, bend them flat.  

 Cut 5cm pieces of hookup wire, strip 5mm on each end (Hint: You only need 2+2=4 

pieces of wire, you may omit pad/lug 1, only pads/lugs 2 and 3 needs to be connected). 

Solder the wire pieces to the pot solder lugs (see general numbering of pot 

terminals/pins 1,2,3 in Figure 4). Connect the wires from the top row to FILTER_1A 

on the PCB, and the bottom row to FILTER_1B on the PCB. Note that pad 1 on the 

PCB is recognized as square. When in place, the dual-ganged pot shall be oriented as 

in Figure 3.  

 

 

PCB hookup wires 

Cut and strip (4-5 mm at each end) pieces of hookup wires and solder them in place on the 

PCB. Colors and lengths as follows: 

  

 5.5cm black to [G] pad 

 5cm red to [+9] pad 

 7.5cm green (or just any color) to [IN] pad 

 6 cm purple (or just any color) to [LED] pad 

 7,5cm green (or just any color) to [OUT] pad 

… the wire colors doesn’t really matter, but stick with the convention for +9V (red) and 

ground (black). 

 

Now, the PCB is fully populated. 

 

Mount the PCB to the enclosure 

Carefully fine-adjust the pot positions to fit the enclosure holes, and “drop” the populated 

PCB in place. This can be a little tricky due to tolerances. Pay special attention to the dual 

ganged pot’s guide tab fitting its guide hole next to the pot shaft. 

When in place, attach the brackets and nuts for the six pots. Don’t over-tighten, finger-power 

is enough. 

 

Now, for all all boardmounted pots: 

 solder pin 1 and 3, then re-solder pin 2. This soldering is done on the component side. 

… doing the solder in this order, unwanted tensions between the pot and PCB is avoided.  
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Assembly 

There are a few ways “out there” to hookup the offboard components, all reaching the same 

goal. The following instruction follows how I do it.  

 
Figure 5, offboard wiring, schematic. The upper row of connectors refer to PCB pads. SW1 is the footswitch. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6, offboard wiring, drawing. Bottom/inside view 
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Start with the footswitch.  

 Cut and strip two short pieces of hookup wire (green in figures), and attach them as 

jumpers between footswitch terminals A3-C3 and A1-B3. Solder the terminals, but 

leave terminal A1 unsoldered for now. Note! Orientation of footswitch as in Figure 7.  

 

 

 
Figure 7, orientation of footswitch terminals, bottom view. 

 

 Mount the input jack, output jack and 9VDC jack to the enclosure.  Figure 6 gives 

good guidance here and further on. No need to over-tighten the nuts. 

 Mount the footswitch and LED (in its socket) to the enclosure. LED cathode leg (the 

shorter one) attaches directly to footswitch B1. Bend it carefully in place. Solder 

footswitch B1.  

 Cut down the LED anode pin to 1cm, and solder it to the wire attached to the PCB 

[LED] pad (purple in figure).  

 Cut and strip 4cm of hookup wire (green in picture) and solder it between the input 

jack tip terminal and footswitch A2 terminal 

 Cut and strip 5.5cm of hookup wire (green in picture) and solder it between the output 

jack tip terminal and footswitch C2 terminal 

 Connect and solder the ring terminal (the longer one) of the 9VDC jack to the red wire 

from the PCB [9V] pad 

 Connect the wire (green in figure) from PCB [IN] pad to terminal A1 on the 

footswitch. Solder (since earlier, one jumper end is connected but unsoldered to 

terminal A1. Now, this jumper is soldered too). 

 Connect the wire (green in figure) from PCB [OUT] pad to terminal C1 on the 

footswitch. Solder.  

 Cut and strip 4.5cm of black hookup wire and solder one wire end to the footswitch 

B2 terminal. 

 Cut and strip 4cm of black hookup wire and solder one wire end to the pin terminal 

(the shorter one) of the 9VDC jack.  

 Now three black wires; from PCB [G] pad, from footswitch B2 terminal, and from 

9VDC jack tip terminal, shall all connect and be soldered to the ring terminal of the 

input jack. THIS IS THE COMMON GROUND point which also connects direct to 

the enclosure by tighten the input jack nut.   

 Now there is one wire in Figure 6 unmentioned; the black dashed wire from the output 

jack ring terminal to the input jack ring terminal. This wire is optional and shall not be 

needed, as the output jack ring connects to ground via the metal enclosure. If – 

however – you want to be one step safer (a loose nut on the in- or output jack can 

cause bad ground) you may attach this optional wire.  

 Only one step left: Gently tighten all nuts.  

… now you shall be ready to mount the knobs, plug in, power up and play.  
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Warranty 

You are guaranteed that the kit shall be delivered complete, and all components shall arrive to 

you as described, free of errors or defects.  This warranty regards your inspection and 

measurement of the components, but is void if you clip, strip, cut, solder the components or 

use them in any other way. 

 

As this is something you build yourself, there is no warranty for the completed pedal as a 

whole functioning unit.  

 

With this said, on any warranty questions, or if you need any spare parts, contact the seller or 

me directly, there are ways to solve cases! 

 

 

COMMENTS and QUESTIONS? 

Feel free to send me an email 

bengt[döt]vallhagen[ät]gmail.com 

 

** 

 

Hope you enjoy!  

 

/Bengt Vallhagen 

Sweden 
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